2018-10-18: Curating Your Medical Education Reading

The following links were shared during the chat:

- Feedly [https://feedly.com/i/welcome](https://feedly.com/i/welcome)
- GoogleScholar [https://scholar.google.com/](https://scholar.google.com/)
- Inoreader [https://status.inoreader.com/](https://status.inoreader.com/)
- Evernote [https://evernote.com/](https://evernote.com/)

---

**MedEd Chat @MedEdChat** 8 hours ago
Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next hour, @alliance4clined Welcome @mededdoc & @LaurenMaggio as guest moderators! #meded

---

**Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris** 8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: Join our editors tonight at 8 pm CT for a #MedEdChat about curating #MedEd literature #GME https://t.co/BaRv4vYW0I

---

**MedEd Chat @MedEdChat** 8 hours ago
The #mededchat topic & questions will be announced in a moment...for now, please introduce yourselves #meded

---

**Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc** 8 hours ago
Looking forward to our #MedEdChat tonight with @MedEdChat!!!

---

**MedEd Chat @MedEdChat** 8 hours ago
If you are tuning in to the #mededchat, remember to use the #meded AND #mededchat hashtag and try to answer with the Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3)

---

**A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex** 8 hours ago
Good evening, #MedEdChat! I’m A.J. in Augusta, and I’m thrilled to be back in time for such a fun topic!

---

**Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan** 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Gary here in North Carolina. No hurricanes this week! #mededchat #meded

---

**Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc** 8 hours ago
Tony Artino here from @USUhealthsci #mededchat
MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
We will assume that all of your tweets are your own during this hour unless otherwise stated #meded #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @LaurenMaggio Good to be here! #MedEd #MedEdChat

Dr. Meadow Maze Good @MeadowGood 8 hours ago
Hello! I am an Academic Urogynecologist, Dr. Meadow Good from Jax, FL @UFHealthJax #meded #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
@MeadowGood @UFHealthJax Welcome to the #mededchat!

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
T1 about to come up in a few moments #meded #mededchat

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio 8 hours ago
Lauren Maggio is here from Washington DC #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 8 hours ago
#MedEd & #MedEdChat here with other @JournalofGME editors @mededdoc @DrMedEd_itor and others eager to illuminate and learn best practices in curating our lit! @TheCgea @AuroraGME

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
Topic 1: What’s your top strategy for staying up-to-date with #meded literature? #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
T1 I have a Google Scholar alert setup so that anytime someone cites my work, I’m notified. It’s THE BEST WAY I’ve found to stay in “the scholarly conversation” in my #MedEd area. #MedEdChat

A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex 8 hours ago
T1 Feedly is by far by my most useful tool for staying up-to-date on literature for all the disciplines I work in. Although I still really miss Google Reader. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
@mededdoc T1 #mededchat That’s a great idea. I didn’t realize GoogleScholar did that.

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1 I set up table of contents alerts for 6 jrnls w/ 2 in #meded; 2 general ed and 2 informatics. I like the mix of topics, methodologies & voices #mededchat
JGME @JournalofGME 8 hours ago
T1: Short term strategies for staying up to date in the #MedEd literature from @laurenmaggio and @mededdoc https://t.co/O0v8IXSSTJ #MedEdChat https://t.co/b6Z3MYlkZ

Dr. Meadow Maze Good @MeadowGood 8 hours ago
T1: Trying to read top journals for my field...or at least the title page. Haha going to grand rounds helps to encourage latest #evidenced based practice. #meded #mededchat

Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc 8 hours ago
Mark--family doc in Richmond, VA; teaching med students. T1 I don't yet have a good way to keep up in the moment. Most of my updates come from meetings/etc. esp via @STFM_FM #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 8 hours ago
T1 For me I find getting the table of contents emailed helps me stay up on what is of interest or of need #meded

A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex 8 hours ago
T1 I also set Google Scholar citation alerts for my own work, set alerts for a few keywords, and I follow several people on either Google Scholar or ResearchGate. #MedEdChat

Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc 8 hours ago
T1 Over the years I've learned I am not the best at finding recent literature and reading it on my own. A collaborative, in-person approach seems to work better for me... #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1 I also set Google Scholar citation alerts for my own work, set alerts for a few keywords, and I follow several people on...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
@RichmondDoc T1 #mededchat How do you do that? Is it an informal journal club?

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio 8 hours ago
@RichmondDoc t1 I really like your collaborative approach. Do you think you would get similar benefits from synchronous online sharing of articles? #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @GME T1 I have 2-3 Google alerts that are based on searches. It took trial & error to get my search right, but I love that it sends me a mix of articles, conference proceedings, books & preprints. #MedEdChat #MedEd

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: @debsimpson3 @GME T1 I have 2-3 Google alerts that are based on searches. It took trial & error to get my search right, but I...

Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc 8 hours ago
Curious for group ideas: is there a best source of #MedEd literature that is equivalent to "Patient-Oriented Evidence that Matters" (POEMs)--i.e. good results, learner-focused, and actionable? #mededchat
T1: #1 listed here is key... medical librarians are AWESOME and often underutilized! #MedEd #MedEdChat

Top strategy for me is getting the TOC from the key #MedEd journals. Next, follow key folk on #Twitter

My reading has definitely stepped up since joining Twitter. Several interesting articles have been shared that have truly come in handy...particularly from @CogSciLearning

For me, it's informal meetings w/ peers at our institutions, and sharing ideas at conferences and meetings. #MedEdChat

T1 - specific pubmed search that auto-emails is key. Helps me keep pace in my areas of interest. #mededchat

RT @GLBDallaghan: T1 #mededchat My reading has definitely stepped up since joining Twitter. Several interesting articles have been shared...

RT @mededdoc: T1 I have 2-3 Google alerts that are based on searches. It took trial & error to get my search right, but I...

I've got to check that out. Will need to ask the #medlib how to set it up, but sounds incredible! #mededchat

Not for me, at least. It's a weakness of mine: give me a journal article to read out of general interest, and I probably won't. But: share ideas w/ me in real time, in person? I'm engaged. #MedEdChat

Yup, me too! Twitter is a great way to find #MedEd articles and other resources. #MedEdChat
Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc 8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T1: Short term strategies for staying up to date in the #MedEd literature from @laurenmaggio and @mededdoc https://t.co/O...

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T1 are there other good # and @’s to follow - that would be a great resource #MedEdChat #MedEd

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio8 hours ago
@ciaralee @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @mededdoc Of course! Please join us #mededchat

Donna Lamb @donnalamb_chi8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T1: Short term strategies for staying up to date in the #MedEd literature from @laurenmaggio and @mededdoc https://t.co/O...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T1 If a strategy for staying up to date isn’t working, cancel it and try a new tool. There’s no sense sticking w/ a strategy that’s not working! #MedEdChat #MedEd

Andrew Olson @andrewolsonmd8 hours ago
@mededdoc This is key as well for keeping up with what your peers and junior faculty are doing! Set a search for everyone’s ORCID ID in your group. #mededchat

JGME @JournalofGME8 hours ago
T1: And long term strategies for staying up to date in the #MedEd literature from @laurenmaggio and @mededdoc https://t.co/O0v8IXS5TJ #MedEdChat #MedEd

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 are there other good # and @’s to follow - that would be a great resource #MedEdChat #MedEd https://t.co/Qo31jG9g23

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @CogSciLearning T1 Yup, me too! Twitter is a great way to find #MedEd articles and other resources....

Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc8 hours ago
In the same way that much of the medical research literature is not applicable to me (not my field, or too basic science, or disease-oriented), I need to find a good source of #MedEd literature that is applicable to my students, and for the outcomes I'm seeking... #mededchat

Dr. Meadow Maze Good @MeadowGood8 hours ago
T1 agree, following key journals on Twitter is very helpful and fun. Also following society’s twitter handle for annual meetings help to be uptodate without even attending the meeting. #MedEd #MedEdChat

A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
T1 For those not familiar with Feedly (or RSS feeds), this is mine. I scan the titles (and interesting abstracts) of what's new about once a week. I open what I want to read in a new tab. But full disclosure, this is why I always have double-digit tabs open. #MedEdChat https://t.co/VV98KzGvrR
RT @mededdoc: T1 If a strategy for staying up to date isn't working, cancel it and try a new tool. There's no sense sticking w/ a strateg...

RT @mededdoc: T1 This is key as well for keeping up with what your peers and junior faculty are doing! Set a search for every...

Beyond setting up alerts, you should also check w/ your librarian to find out if your library has any special notification tools #medlibs #mededchat

Beyond setting up alerts, you should also check w/ your librarian to find out if...

RT @MeadowGood: T1 agree, following key journals on Twitter is very helpful and fun. Also following society's twitter handle for annual mee...

T1 -- Adopting a reference manager -- I use @mendeley_com -- changed my scholarly life! #MedEd #MedEdChat

RT @mededdoc: T1 -- Adopting a reference manager -- I use @mendeley_com -- changed my scholarly life! #MedEd #MedEdChat

RT @JournalofGME: T1: And long term strategies for staying up to date in the #MedEd literature from @laurenmaggio and @mededdoc https://t.c...

@LaurenMaggio @MedEdChat @Alliance4ClinEd @mededdoc Great, hello! Good afternoon from New Zealand! #mededchat

Could stay up to date via the twitterature #mededchat

T1: #MedEdChat Anyone know of a place/site/service that curates #MedEd literature like suggested her?

I've never heard of that! Tell me more! #mededchat
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Username</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deb Simpson</td>
<td>@debsimpson38 hours ago What about old school - an email network of colleagues who are lit mavens - they are often my good to for topics I can't find/know there is more recent work #mededchat #MedEd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.J. Kleinheksel</td>
<td>@AJKleinhex8 hours ago T1 I then, of course, add relevant articles from my open tabs to my reference manager before I close them. (currently Endnote, but I do not endorse it). #MedEdChat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMSEP</td>
<td>@COMSEPediatrics8 hours ago Stay up to date with meded literature with our journal club monthly summaries! Great member benefit @COMSEPediatrics #MedEdChat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony R Artino Jr</td>
<td>@mededdoc8 hours ago T1 A few that I like are @harvardmacy @AceThatTest @Alliance4ClinEd @ALiEMFac @altmetric @RetractionWatch #MedEd #MedEdChat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MedEd Chat</td>
<td>@MedEdChat8 hours ago Topic 2: How do you use Twitter for the purpose of staying up-to-date with meded literature? #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Ryan</td>
<td>@RichmondDoc8 hours ago T1 Usually, I also attend faculty development workshops/etc. at our institution, and meet with our faculty development and #MedEd specialists. #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Kind, MD MPH</td>
<td>@Kind4Kids8 hours ago @GLBDallaghan Just made it up. You know, being here on Twitter, you can learn what’s new, but then vet it further #MedEdChat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Beck Dallaghan</td>
<td>@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago @debsimpson3 Great idea, but I don’t know of people who share on listservs like that. Wouldn’t it be great for someone to periodically share interesting reads on DR-ED? #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Monette, MD</td>
<td>@DerekMonetteMD8 hours ago @MedEdChat Read by @QxMD App: choose journals/key words to follow -&gt; get periodic email/phone updates. More time reading, less time searching. meded mededchat (thx @srrezaie for tip ) <a href="https://t.co/RsMB81AT34">https://t.co/RsMB81AT34</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lainie Yarris MD MCR</td>
<td>@laineyarris8 hours ago @holly_cw RT @MedEdChat: Topic 2: How do you use Twitter for the purpose of staying up-to-date with meded literature? #mededchat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gary Beck Dallaghan</td>
<td>@GLBDallaghan8 hours ago @Kind4Kids But I just googled it and it is a thing! HA! #mededchat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Andrew Olson @andrewolsonmd8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 One thing we've been talking about is how to avoid bias when sharing papers on #twitter or on listservs, etc - can we ensure that we recognize work from those who don't self-promote? #mededchat #WomenInMedicine

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio8 hours ago
T2 Once a week, I use my time on Metro to look at everything I've favorited & retrieve full-text for at least 1-2 pubs #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 Love it when people or groups I follow recommend "game changer" lit - and sometimes I even call them to discuss it - really #oldschool and it furthers my #Wellbeing supports connecting to new colleagues #mededchat #meded

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
T2 -- When I'm traveling, I scroll thru my Twitter feed & find links to good art'l, blogs & other resources. I can’t count the # of awesome #MedEdresources I’ve discovered this way! #MedEdChat

Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc8 hours ago
T2 I need to build up my community of #MedEd compadres here, and make up a list or a new way to highlight all y'all's cleverness. #mededchat

Ciara Lee @ciaralee8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 I find that looking at twitter lists made by people in the same field can be a good technique. You can find other people and literature that can be really interesting and helpful #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 #mededchat This is easy, follow journals you like to hopefully get the latest articles being published @MedTeachJournal@ClinicalTeacher @AcadPsychiatry @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat8 hours ago
RT @RichmondDoc: T2 I need to build up my community of #MedEd compadres here, and make up a list or a new way to highlight all y'all's clev...

Terry Kind, MD MPH @Kind4Kids8 hours ago
Follow journals #MedEdChat @JournalofGME @AcadMedJournal etc

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom8 hours ago
@MedEdChat Topic 2: #mededchat 1. Follow folks I discover are on top of literature and like to discuss #MedEd issues 2. Track #MedEd hashtag

A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex8 hours ago
T2 I follow journals, but I get their content through their RSS feeds, so I use mostly use Twitter to see what #MedEd tweoples are promoting. #MedEdChat
Ciara Lee @ciaralee 8 hours ago
@LaurenMaggio Yes, this is a great idea! I am terrible at favouriting things and then forgetting to look back through them - could be missing some gold! #mededchat

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @lainieyarris 7 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat Read by @QxMD App: choose journals/key words to follow -> get periodic email/phone updates. More time readin...

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio 7 hours ago
@andrewolsonmd @GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 Great point! #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 7 hours ago
@andrewolsonmd @debsimpson3 My question to you is what's wrong with self-promotion? I've tweeted out my articles when they get published. Is that biased? Or is it just me being happy my work made it through peer review? #mededchat

Terry Kind, MD MPH @Kind4Kids 7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan Google knows! #MedEdChat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom 7 hours ago
RT @RichmondDoc: T2 I need to build up my community of #MedEd compadres here, and make up a list or a new way to highlight all y'all’s clev...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 7 hours ago
Hi #mededchat! Checking in to say hi to @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat. Tired from #HMIHCE and a busy workweek but hoping to chime in on a few questions! #MedEd

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @MedEdChat T2 #mededchat This is easy, follow journals you like to hopefully get the latest articles being published @Me...

Holly Caretta-Weyer, MD @holly_cw 7 hours ago
@lainieyarris @MedEdChat Follow the journals and authors that publish in your area(s) of interest/program of research! Some of mine (too many to name here!): @JournalofGME @AcadMedJournal @pmeded @CincyIM @boedudley @stanhamstra @olletencate @CvanderVleuten @StefSebok@TChanMD @sherbino #MedEdChat

A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex 7 hours ago
T2 I also use Twitter to stimulate tangential learning on topics and keywords I haven’t done lit searches on yet. #MedEdChat and #MedEd are great for that.

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom 7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T2 -- When I’m traveling, I scroll thru my Twitter feed & find links to good art’ls, blogs & other resources. I can’t count t...
RT @PDX_Tom: @MedEdChat Topic 2: #mededchat 1. Follow folks I discover are on top of literature and like to discuss #MedEd issues 2. Track...

RT @mededdoc: T1: #1 listed here is key... medical librarians are AWESOME and often underutilized! #MedEd #MedEdChat https://t.co/4IXrAy6bfd

@MedEdChat T1: peer-review for #meded journal you already (try to) follow. you’ll review someone’s work, next you know you’re rabbit hole deep into their references & gaining exposure to new topics. (thx @ericshappell for the help w this one!) #MedEdChat @PeterRchai

RT @debsimpson3: T2 Love it when people or groups I follow recommend "game changer" lit - and sometimes I even call them to discuss it - re...

T2 I follow conferences in real time to get a sense of what's trending or coming up in #MedEd #MedEdChat

RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What's your top strategy for staying up-to-date with #meded literature? #mededchat

@GLBDallaghan @debsimpson3 There is nothing wrong with self-promotion! We've found, though, that in our place that some are more likely to do so than others. So it's not about not sharing, it's about empowering others to do so too! #mededchat

T2 #mededchat Always! That's part of why I use Twitter to take notes at conferences now. Helps me have a record of what I found interesting and sharing with others

T1 Yeah we are!!!!! @LaurenMaggio is THE BEST! ;-) #MedEd #MedEdChat

#MedEdChat #mededchat
And for #meded leaders we have to find ways (searches, etc) to raise up the work of everyone in our group rather than those that email us! #mededchat

Topic 2: How do you use Twitter for the purpose of staying up-to-date with #meded literature? #mededchat Where are all our @ICREConf peeps?!

One thing I actually do is download PDFs and listen to them on the train via a PDF reader. Tables are challenging but overall works pretty well! @mededchat #MedEdChat @GLBDallaghan @LaurenMaggio

Usually, I will create a topical list, and add it to my @hootsuite streams--that way, it's easily seen and reviewed. #MedEdChat

RT @kristinadzara: @DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat Yes @mededdoc probably has great mechanisms to determine relevant articles! One thing I actually do is download PDFs and listen to them on the train via a PDF reader. Tables are challenging but overall works pretty well! #mededchat #MedEdChat

T2 #MedEdChat -- this brings up an interesting point though... Are there ethical issues in "live tweeting" images of slides and/or things you hear in #MedEd conference sessions? Are there copyright issues? Are there other issues?

Beyond setting up alerts, you should also check w/ your #librarian to find out if...

RT @mededdoc: Topic 2: How do you use Twitter for the purpose of staying up-to-date with #meded literature? #mededchat

T1 I have 2-3 Google alerts that are based on searches. It took trial & error to get my search right, but I love that it sends me a mix of articles, conference proceedings, books & preprints. #MedEdChat #MedEd
Andrew Olson @andrewolsonmd7 hours ago
@mededdoc This just was making the twitter rounds about embargoes, etc. It seems that this ship has sailed, so we all best ride along! #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
@mededdoc T2 #mededchat Potentially...particularly if you don't attribute the speaker. I try to make sure I tag the speaker and the conference so proper attribution is made.

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 On Twitter and Beyond -- Go 2 #meded mtg sessions that feature "What Journal Editors are reading". Awesome and daunting...

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T2 On Twitter and Beyond -- Go 2 #meded mtg sessions that feature "What Journal Editors are reading". Awesome and daunting...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @ICREConf T2 Out partying probably! ;-) #MedEd #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan7 hours ago
I second that! #mededchat

Andrew Olson @andrewolsonmd7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @mededdoc Great reminders, @GLBDallaghan! Maybe conferences should remind us of #twitter etiquette at the start!#mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara7 hours ago
@MedEdChat I set it up so that when journals which are super relevant to me tweet, I get alerted via twitter. I only do this for 4 - 5 key journals so it does not get super overwhelming. #MedEdChat @MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat7 hours ago
RT @andrewolsonmd: @GLBDallaghan @mededdoc Great reminders, @GLBDallaghan! Maybe conferences should remind us of #twitter etiquette at th...

Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc7 hours ago
@mededdoc Some colleagues and I wrote about that ideas a couple of years ago: https://t.co/BmzgVj9mcJ cc: @morleycp @miller7 #MedEdChat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Welcome to the #mededchat (US) I am your moderator for the next hour, @alliance4clined Welcome @mededdoc & @LaurenMaggio as...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 Yeah we are!!!!! @LaurenMaggio is THE BEST! ;-) #MedEd #MedEdChat https://t.co/xarhtToxT6
Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
RT @RichmondDoc: Some colleagues and I wrote about that ideas a couple of years ago: https://t.co/BmzgVj9mC cc: @morleycp@mille...

Ciara Lee @ciaralee 7 hours ago
@mededdoc I think the presenter needs to be really aware of this. Picking up a phone and snapping pictures of slides is so common now - as the presenter you need to have this in mind and let the audience know if you are not happy for tweets/pictures to be taken #mededchat

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 7 hours ago
@PDX_Tom @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat Thanks Tom! I am honored that @AcadMedJournal would want to publish it! Surprising that there was such limited literature on developing your #MedEd Elevator Pitch. And thanks to @mededdoc for guidance on how to think about publishing a Last Page. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
T2 Are there other tangential topics others find helpful outside of #meded that might complement their work? #mededchat

Ciara Lee @ciaralee 7 hours ago
@kristinadzara @DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat @mededdoc @GLBDallaghan @LaurenMaggio I hadn't thought of that, great idea! (If I can curb my podcast addiction1) #mededchat

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat 1) Twitter-based chat groups (tweetchats) like this & others #firesidetox #meta 2) turn alerts on for journals, people who share more than the headline, provoke online discussion about topics you care about (Hi @TChanMD! ) #meded #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2 #mededchat I tend to look for cognitive psychology work or assessment topics @LaraVarpio is always good for qualitative research methods

Andrew Olson @andrewolsonmd 7 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @MedEdChat T2 #mededchat I tend to look for cognitive psychology work or assessment topics @LaraVarpio is always good for...

Lonika Sood, MD, MHPE @sood_lonika 7 hours ago
As we start a new Med school- setting the stage for group competence on keepinguptidate on relevant lit is so important #MedEdChat

Tejas Desai, MD @nephondemand 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat I collect tweets from nephrology conferences. Then categorize them by topic and search my tweet database when I have a question. I’m up to 136K tweets since 2011, so I can also obtain a historical perspective of how concepts change over time #mededchat

Jeremy Amayo @MedEd_PA 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat A2 I use @Inoreader to consolidate relevant accounts and hashtags into categories. Each category fills up w/ content as the tweets come out. I’ll regularly browse on my downtime and *fav* the ones I want to review or read. Info I want to keep is filed in my @evernote. #mededchat
Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat For me, it’s ideas coming from literature and humanism. The #MedEd course I teach is focused in those areas, so reading literature/etc. helps me think about how to integrate the human experience into what I teach. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
Topic 3: How does serving as a #meded reviewer for journals/conferences keep you up-to-date? #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @MedEd_PA @MedEdChat A2 I use @Inoreader to consolidate relevant accounts and hashtags into categories. Each category fills up w/ conte...

A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat I dig into ed tech and simulation primarily, but also instructional design, comp sci, and higher ed. #MedEdChat

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio 7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @LaraVarpio T 2 Kind of tangential, but I also follow a bunch of national / international funders to keep up w/ what catches their interests #mededchat

Andrew Olson @andrewolsonmd 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: I learn SO much esp because it makes me really dive into methods that I often don't when "consuming" a paper. #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 Being a reviewer really keeps you linked with some exciting work being done, but also forces you to read up on topics to adequately review #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
RT @LaurenMaggio @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @LaraVarpio T 2 Kind of tangential, but I also follow a bunch of national / international funders...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @LaurenMaggio @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @LaraVarpio T 2 Kind of tangential, but I also follow a bunch of national / international funder...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
T3 Serving as a reviewer is a great way to keep up w/ “latest & greatest” research & innovations. It allows me to “preview” some of the outstanding #MedEd work being done. #MedEdChat

Lonika Sood, MD, MHPE @sood_lonica 7 hours ago
@nephondemand @MedEdChat How do u set it up? #mededchat

Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio 7 hours ago
T3 I look closely at a manuscript’s references which hopefully provide a solid sense of the lit on that topic #mededchat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 7 hours ago
RT @LaurenMaggio: @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat @LaraVarpio T 2 Kind of tangential, but I also follow a bunch of national / international funder...

Kristina Dzara, PhD, MMSc @kristinadzara 7 hours ago
RT @ciaralee: @kristinadzara @DrMedEd_tor @MedEdChat @mededdoc @GLBDallaghan @LaurenMaggio I hadn't thought of that, great idea! (If I can...)

Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat N/A. Not a reviewer. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 7 hours ago
@LaurenMaggio T 3 I do that as well. I've actually commented to authors when their references are really old and it's apparent they aren't seminal works #mededchat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 7 hours ago
@RichmondDoc @MedEdChat You should give it a try. Check with a journal you particularly like and see if you can do it #mededchat

Harvard Macy @harvardmacy 7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T 1 A few that I like are @harvardmacy @AceThatTest @Alliance4ClinEd @ALiEMFac @altmetric @RetractionWatch #MedEd#MedEdChat h...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
T 3 As a reviewer, I often get ideas abt how to further my own #MedEd programs of research (eg, new methods, measurement tools & ways to think about important problems). #MedEdChat

Lonika Sood, MD, MHPE @sood_lonica 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T 3: I need to do more of this ... #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 37 hours ago
T 3 I try to accept paper on topic super interested in and then I often check out the references for an immersion experience. The authors help curate my reading (of course need to go broader too as reviewer) but spurs me to read more! #mededchat #MedEd

A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex 7 hours ago
T 3 I serve as a journal reviewer for several disciplines and the biggest benefit to me is seeing the explicit and implicit frameworks in which people write for their first submission before they get feedback and revise. It’s like a window into a nerd’s soul. #MedEdChat

Lainie Yarris MD MCR @laineyarris 7 hours ago
#mededchat T 3: Authors, reviewers, and editors all mention hot new papers, and as a reviewer you often see these in the comments letter!
Lauren Maggio @LaurenMaggio 7 hours ago
T3 When reviewing lit reviews, I recreate the search. This gives me the most up-to-date lit on the topic. #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 I serve as a journal reviewer for several disciplines and the biggest benefit to me is seeing the explicit and implicit...

Teresa Chan @TChanMD 7 hours ago
RT @holly_cw: @lainieyarris @MedEdChat Follow the journals and authors that publish in your area(s) of interest/program of research! Some o...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
@sood_lonika @MedEdChat T3 -- It's a small community, and so we can always use more good reviewers! #MedEd #MedEdChat

Teresa Chan @TChanMD 7 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat 1) Twitter-based chat groups (tweetchats) like this & others #firesidetox #meta 2) turn alerts on for journa...

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @lainieyarris: #mededchat T3: Authors, reviewers, and editors all mention hot new papers, and as a reviewer you often see these in the c...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
RT @LaurenMaggio: T3 I look closely at a manuscript's references which hopefully provide a solid sense of the lit on that topic #mededchat

Ciara Lee @ciaralee 7 hours ago
@kristinadzara @DrMedEd_iTor @MedEdChat @mededdoc @GLBDallaghan @LaurenMaggio @drjfrank I am definitely going to try this! #mededchat

Tejas Desai, MD @nephondemand 7 hours ago
@sood_lonika @MedEdChat I program the APIs myself to download tweets. I then program the algorithms to search the metadata for each tweet. I’ve opened up the collection to anyone in #nephTwitter since many people don’t have the necessary coding skills to do the same https://t.co/DDubGFfXZp #MedEdChat

Harvard Macy @harvardmacy 7 hours ago
@mededdoc Thank you for the kind words @mededdoc, @debsimpson3, we already follow you and tweeted your paper out this week! Let us know if you are interested in blogging with us - we would more than welcome your submission! #MedEd #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 I try to accept paper on topic super interested in and then I often check out the references for an immersion experien...

A.J. Kleinheksel @AJKleinhex 7 hours ago
T3 I also personally enjoy reviewing because I get the same content as reading a published article, but it’s more productive because when I provide them with my feedback I have to make my own thoughts about the topic
more cogent. #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @nephondemand: @sood_lonika @MedEdChat I program the APIs myself to download tweets. I then program the algorithms to search the metadata...

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 37 hours ago
T3 reply to @LaurenMaggio Great strategy - it's a win-win - as sometimes papers are slow to submission so there may be more recent #MedEd work in area #mededchat

Dr Jason Frank @drfrank 7 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T1: And long term strategies for staying up to date in the #MedEd literature from @laurenmaggio and @mededdoc https://t.co/...#MedEdChat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
@harvardmacy @debsimpson3 Yup, I'm interested! In fact, I was just mulling over some ideas today... ;-) #MedEd #MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 I also personally enjoy reviewing because I get the same content as reading a published article, but it’s more productive...

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Topic 3: #meded #mededchat Forces me to think @more deeply about what I know- and don’t know. And go back and read references and do related searches #DeepDive #MedEd

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
T3 Sometimes I get manuscripts in my content area that uses a method/methodology/theory new to me. Makes a great opportunity to stretch and learn. #MedEdChat

Mark Ryan @RichmondDoc 7 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat Veremos. Already doing more than my FTE requires and my salary covers. It’s been a year of cutting back on outside work... #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 7 hours ago
@mededdoc T3 Completely agree. I’ve truly enjoyed reviewing articles like that when I have to research what they’ve done to write a cogent review #mededchat

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 37 hours ago
T3 Consider reviewing as a group - per @Jon_Ilgen "Breakfast of Champions" - it has #wellbeing addressed @sood_lonika how review and is just fun #mededchat full disclosure its @JournalofGME with @lainieyarris and others are others https://t.co/YnJjKAwOo4 https://t.co/MD9d0n11ez

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
@RichmondDoc @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat I hear you. I probably turn down 3-5 reviews per week. If I accepted all the invitations I get, I'd have ZERO time for the work I'm actually paid for!!! #MedEd #MedEdChat
@MedEdChat: Topic 2: How do you use Twitter for the purpose of staying up-to-date with meded literature? #mededchat

RT @MedEdChat: T3 Consider reviewing as a group - per @Jon_Ilgen "Breakfast of Champions" - it has wellbeing addressed @sood_lonika how...

@mededdoc: Yup! Love this.... #MedEd #MedEdChat

Something of an indictment of how some of this key #MedEd work is valued, eh? #MedEdChat

Thanks Tom! I am honored that @AcadMedJournal would want to publish it! Surprising that...

#mededchat

A great activity @COMSEPediatrics has available is the monthly journal club....writing a 300-word review of an article. It's allowed me to critically review meded lit that I might not normally read

T3 #mededchat A great activity @COMSEPediatrics has available is the monthly journal club....writing a 300-word review of...

We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final thoughts #meded #mededchat

Thanks for a rich discussion, now off to do those reviews.... #mededchat
Gary Beck Dallaghan @GLBDallaghan 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Final Thoughts: Although challenging, #SoMe colleagues offer some great ideas to organize and stay current on #meded literature #mededchat

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 7 hours ago
@RichmondDoc @GLBDallaghan @MedEdChat Not sure what you mean? #MedEd #MedEdChat I guess it's worth noting that over that past 10 years I've done ~120 reviews! So, it's important, no doubt. But one can only do so many... https://t.co/5W2labhH40

Faculty Incubator @ALiEMFac 7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: T1 I have a Google Scholar alert setup so that anytime someone cites my work, I'm notified. It's THE BEST WAY I've found to...

Faculty Incubator @ALiEMFac 7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What's your top strategy for staying up-to-date with #meded literature? #mededchat

Alliance4ClinEd @Alliance4ClinEd 7 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @MedEdChat Final Thoughts: Although challenging, #SoMe colleagues offer some great ideas to organize and stay current on...

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD 7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 Consider reviewing as a group - per @Jon_Ilgen "Breakfast of Champions" - it has #wellbeing addressed @sood_ionika how...

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom 7 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @debsimpson3 @Jon_Ilgen @sood_ionika @JournalofGME @lainieyarris T3 Real win-win if you get the review done AND teach med...

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom 7 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @MedEdChat Final Thoughts: Although challenging, #SoMe colleagues offer some great ideas to organize and stay current on...

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom 7 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Yup! Love this.... #MedEd #MedEdChat https://t.co/blktqzKVIn

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 7 hours ago
T3 Final Thoughts - as #Meded lit and resources continue to explore - critical skill for us all to effectively #curate our learnings - and use multiple sources from twitter to F2F! And do workshops on this! #mededchat

MedEd Chat @MedEdChat 7 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded #mededchat

COMSEP @COMSEPediatrics 7 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 #mededchat A great activity @COMSEPediatrics has available is the monthly journal club....writing a 300-word review of...
@MedEdChat 7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 Final Thoughts - as #Meded lit and resources continue to explore - critical skill for us all to effectively #curate our...

@morleycp 7 hours ago
RT @RichmondDoc: @mededdoc Some colleagues and I wrote about that ideas a couple of years ago: https://t.co/BmzgVj9mcJ cc: @morleycp@mille...

@morleycp 7 hours ago
I really have very little "useful knowledge" left on this topic! ;) Thanks for doing this @MedEdChat Forums like this are a great way to learn from our #MedEd community. #MedEdChat

@AJKleinhex 7 hours ago
Great topic tonight! #MedEdChat https://t.co/sgy7w5WFt2

@Morleycp 7 hours ago
RT @AKleinhex: Great topic tonight! #MedEdChat https://t.co/sgy7w5WFt2

@MedEdChat 7 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will post the #mededchat transcript tomorrow morning on https://t.co/mJivoKroXx on the Resources page. Thanks everyone for participating! #meded

@DrMedEd_itor 7 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T3 F2F may be the ultimate learning - important plenary at ICRE today re:resilience requires F2F, not virtual. #mededchat #jgme #meded #IRCE2017

@JGME 7 hours ago
Thank you everyone for joining us for such an informative #mededchat. Thank you @mededchat for moderating!

@PDX_Tom 7 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T3 Final Thoughts - as #Meded lit and resources continue to explore - critical skill for us all to effectively #curate our...

@ciaralee 7 hours ago
@MedEdChat Thanks very much, I think I picked up some really useful tips this evening/afternoon! #mededchat

@RichmondDoc 7 hours ago
Sorry to be unclear. My intent was to say: I wish that contributing to the #MedEd literature was something that was part of our core work/jobs (and valued as such) as opposed to something we have to do in our spare time, on top of other work. #MedEdChat. Apologies.
Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc7 hours ago
RT @LaurenMaggio: T3 When reviewing lit reviews, I recreate the search. This gives me the most up-to-date lit on the topic. #mededchat

Derek Monette, MD @DerekMonetteMD7 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3: meded review for journals helps you identify knowledge gaps, & sometimes helps you see overlap across the work you’re doing & someone else —> collaboration #mededchat

Carrie Price @carrieprice787 hours ago
RT @nephondemand: @sood_lonika @MedEdChat I program the APIs myself to download tweets. I then program the algorithms to search the metadat...

James Smith, MD @Orthofacts7 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 2: How do you use Twitter for the purpose of staying up-to-date with meded literature? #mededchat

Sola Librarian @openpeonie7 hours ago
RT @nephondemand: @sood_lonika @MedEdChat I program the APIs myself to download tweets. I then program the algorithms to search the metadat...

Enrique Faria @enriquefaria087 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 2: How do you use Twitter for the purpose of staying up-to-date with meded literature? #mededchat

Tom Cooney @PDX_Tom7 hours ago
#MedEdChat missing in action... Photo evidence

Victoria C. Costales @viccostales6 hours ago
RT @DerekMonetteMD: @MedEdChat Read by @QxMD App: choose journals/key words to follow -> get periodic email/phone updates. More time readin...